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Swiss design and 
precision

SwissDeck is a modern, dynamic company that 

handles the development, production and selling 

of synthetic floor tiles. SwissDeck offers you an 

ergonomic and modern floor finish for all kinds 

of floors.  SwissDeck floor tiles are the most cost-

effective solution in comparison to epoxy floors or 

other coatings. The development and production 

of the tiles started over 20 years ago In Switzerland. 

SwissDeck has its own moulds for the production of 

all types of tiles.

Perfection and a well-balanced production 

Because of the very high accuracy and precision we 

set in Switzerland, we may speak of Swiss quality. We 

believe the label “Swiss made” offers you a reliability 

and quality.

We are therefore very proud of our own superior 

designs and excellent quality. Our products are not 

to be compared with alternative products offered on 

the market.

All SwissDeck floor tiles are Swiss made
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balconies
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SwissDeck floors are extremely suited to cover your 

terrace, balcony or patio. The RibDeck tiles can be laid 

on any flat base, they are UV-resistant and immune to 

differences in temperature. The top side is provided 

with an antiskid surface making it a safe floor in wet 

circumstances. The tiles are easy to clean by rinsing 

them with water. The RibDeck tiles have an open 

profile which allows to quickly drain rainwater. 

Finishing edges and corners are available for the

edges and corners 

A complete transformation for your balcony

SwissDeck offers an excellent way to get your balcony

transformed in just a few hours. A dull, grey concrete 

floor turns into an elegant and attractive balcony floor 

you will enjoy for years. The tiles are removable, so 

you can simply take them with you when you move.



corridors

Providing a corridor with a good antiskid surface 

might seem like an impossible task. In the past they 

often used the outdated epoxy floors. The top layer 

of the SwissDeck tile is non-slip what will mean that 

these tiles are very safe in wet circumstances. It is still 

possible to walk down the corridor while the tiles are 

getting installed.

Fire classifications

Especially for galleries or corridors where a high fire 

classification is needed, SwissDeck has made a material 

to get a very high fire rate with a weight of approx. 

5 kg / m².

All SwissDeck tiles are non-slip, high resist of impact, 

UV resist and 100% recyclable. The RibDeck and 

FireDeck tiles have become very well known because 

of their high non-skid en safety quality. 
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garage
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The SwissDeck floor tiles are an ideal solution for 

garage floors and available in several materials and 

designs. The tiles can be easily laid on every flat base 

and it is possible to get the tiles shaped in a mat you 

can use for under the car or motorcycle.

Wear-resistant and easy to clean

The SwissDeck tiles show a perfect degree of rolling 

resistance and can cope with loads of up to 25 

tonnes. The antiskid surface of the tiles is resistant to 

petrol, oils, acids and chemicals. The tiles are light-

weight, compact, removable and very easy to clean. 

We guarantee you will enjoy the floor for years.
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outdoors
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SwissDeck floors are extremely suited to cover 

damaged and polluted floors and terraces. A lot of 

people have already chosen for SwissDeck tiles, not 

only for the easy installation, but also for the high 

quality of the tiles. The tiles are available in 5 different 

designs and 14 basic colours, so there is a solution to 

every floor

Money-back guarantee

It is possible to exchange the tiles in case you’re not 

completely happy with the result. It is also possible to 

get your money back. Try SwissDeck floors today, we 

promise you will not regret it.



commercial floors

SwissDeck floors are the ultimate floors for show-

rooms, product displays and shop floors and they are 

perfect to draw the attention of potential customers. 

It looks attractive, it is easy to rinse and also a durable 

solution. The tiles can be delivered in a wide range 

of colours so that the floor links up perfectly with the 

customer’s product. This makes it easy to adapt your 

showroom or product display to new products. It is 

also possible to have your logo placed on the tiles.

Your stand becomes a true eye-catcher

Thanks to the unique and high tech appearance, 

your stand, product display or showroom becomes a 

true eye-catcher. The tiles are light-weight, compact 

and removable. This makes the SwissDeck tiles an 

excellent choice for mobile applications. The floors 

can be delivered in a wide range of colours and it 

offers you a good and solid foundation for your stand. 
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all-round

The most popular tile in the SwissDeck assortment 

might be the RibDeck. The RibDeck antiskid floor tile

is a hygienic, safe and visually very attractive looking 

tile. The tiles are provided with a surface that lets 

liquids through and can be used both indoors and 

outdoors.

A block design, modern and beautiful

RibDeck is also popular for its design. It has multiple 

colours, because the circular ribs have been 

placed opposite to each other. It gives the tile 

a beautiful block effect, making its appearance 

distinctive.

Applications

n  Balconies
n  Corridors
n  Garages
n  Patios
n  Showrooms
n  Evenents
n  Car and motorcycle racing

And many more applications where a very heavy 

duty flooring is required, such as for example, in 

aircraft hangars.



strong and reliable

The DiamondDeck is the ultimate solution for your 

garage or anywhere where an antiskid and a unique 

floor is required.  The DiamondDeck is our most 

popular tile with a diamond plate design for indoor 

and outdoor use. These tiles are the ideal solution 

for your stand on tradeshows, showroom, car show, 

shop, garage or anywhere where a high tech floor

is required.

Applications

n  Garages
n  Showrooms
n  Evenents
n  Displays

low profile studded 
surface

CoinDeck is a non-skid tile with a closed and low 

profile studded surface. The tiles are used frequently 

for showrooms and event floors. CoinDeck is a 

durable and attractive solution to many applications. 

The CoinDeck tiles have a circular design.

Applications:

n  Evenents
n  Shops
n  Showrooms
n  Sport schools and Fitness centres
n  Offices
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multifunctional

SportDeck is a perfect solution to temporary or 

permanent sport floors. The self-draining profile 

allows you to continue your activities even after 

a shower of rain without the risk of slipping. The 

open surface also allows dirt and dust to quickly 

and easily disappear. The surface of the tile 

remains safe and clean during exercise. Moreover, 

it provides an excellent grip for various sports.

Applications

n  Basketball
n  Tennis / Badminton
n  Fitness
n  Volleyball
n  Inline hockey
n  Swimming pool / sauna

plane structure

Floor Deck is our flattest tile and is widely 

applicable to, for example, dance floors. Because 

of its flat finishing you can easily maneuvere 

on the floor. The tile is also very suitable to office 

floors, so office chairs run smoothly on it.

Applications

n  Offices
n  Showrooms
n  Evenents
n  Sport schools and Fitness centres
n  Dance floors
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logo
tiles

It is possible to have your logo placed on every single 

tile, or on several tiles. The logo can be sublimated 

on an aluminium plate, or cut from plexiglas and can 

be milled in the tile. It is a wonderful option for your 

floor to become an eye-catcher. Distinguishes your 

business by creating a logo in your SwissDeck floor.

Coronel Racing and TW Steel

Swiss Deck is proud to work with Coronel Racing. 

Coronel has chosen to give a professional look 

to the RibDeck tiles in the workplaces and hospitality 

tents during race weekends. Also watch manu-

facturer TW Steel uses SwissDeck floors regularly 

during events, including logo tiles.

led
lightning

LEDDeck offers the opportunity to apply ambient, 

orientation, marker and safety lighting into the 

SwissDeck Floors. A special housing is developed 

in conjunction with Eyeleds. The low profile LEDS 

are perfect for commercial applications such as 

restaurants, retail establishments, entertainment 

facilities, sport facilities, theatres, casinos or ho-

tels. Floorleds function wonderfully as guide, 

accent or night-lights in stairways, lobbies, offices, 

conference rooms, walkways, elevators or at 

entrances or exits of buildings.

LEDDeck is designed for heavy use, walking or even 

driving on the built-in lighting is no problem. The 

LED units are waterproof IP 67 and therefore suitable 

for outdoor applications. LEDDeck is applicable in 

all SwissDeck tiles and is available with 6 different 

colours of light. The tiles are available in sets of 3, 5 or 

8 tiles with power supply.

Technical specifications

Lifespan LED : up to 100.000 hours

Max lighting surface heat : 34°C

Energy consumption : 0,3W per unit

Material : Stainless Steel (1.4301/V2A/Inox 304)

Lens : polycarbonate

UV-bestendig : Ja 

‘Walk-over’ pressure : 285 kg

Waterproof : IP 67
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ready-made
package

With the ready-made packages you easily and 

quickly make a very attractive floor for garages and 

showrooms. SwissDeck tiles are made of an 

environmentally friendly, recyclable and UV-resistant 

polypropylene. All tiles are recyclable, what makes

them environmentally friendly. Because of the 

high quality raw materials the tiles are resistant to 

most chemicals, so the quality of the tiles is 

guaranteed for years.

The perfect solution to small surfaces

The ready-made packages are widely applicable and 

easy to change and remove. SwissDeck is easy to 

install and can be installed quickly because of the 

easy ‘click’ system. The result is a so-called modular 

floor you can always take with you when you move 

or expand. The packages are available in several sizes, 

several standard designs and in 14 different colours.

An easy online floor designer + app

It is possible to design your own floor in the floor 

designer, which you can find on the SwissDeck 

website. It is an easy tool to get an overview of 

the chosen tiles and colours. 
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installation and 
maintenance

SwissDeck produces high quality floors that are 

easy to maintain and install. The installation of the 

tiles is very easy! Because of the 20 connections 

per tile the tiles “click” together easily without any 

need for tools. In just a few hours your floor 

transforms into a small piece of art.

The tiles are easy to maintain by rinsing them 

with water, perhaps in combination with our 

own cleaning product.

warranty

SwissDeck tiles come with a 15-year guarantee on 

all types of tiles for non-commercial purposes. At 

every SwissDeck sales points are well-educated 

professionals employed, who will answer all of your 

questions quickly and accurately. It is even possible 

for private costumers to have their money returned 

in 30 days in case they haven’t used the tiles. 

Swiss design and Swiss production stands for 

high quality. Our tiles are produced with the latest

technologies and by the use of the purest 

ingredients we can provide the quality you wish for. 

If you have any questions according to the limited 

warranty, please get in contact with SwissDeck 

or with your local SwissDeck dealer.
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The ExDeck tiles have been developed to absorb expansion differences. This 

can occur if the Swiss Deck tiles are used for long corridors, or large areas in places 

where the tiles are exposed to differences in temperature (especially outside). 

The ExDeck tiles are flexible so that they can deal with expansion or 

contraction. The ExDeck tiles are available in edges and in 

pieces. The tiles can only be used in combination with RibDeck tiles 

and can be simply clicked to each other.

exdeck
expansion tile

To finish your SwissDeck floor there are all kinds of SwissDeck flooring 

edge and corner pieces available.

finishing 
edges and corners

To protect your roof, we recommend using a rubber layer. This 3 mm thick, 

permeable rubber layer is produced from 100% recycled rubber. It can also 

be used as a sound-damping subfloor for all types of SwissDeck tiles.

rubber
layer

All SwissDeck floors are modular floors and easy to remove. You can easily 

remove the floor by using the specially developed ToolDeck, which 

makes the risk of damaging the connection elements extremely small. For 

event floors such as pit boxes, hospitality flooring and sports flooring, it is 

necessary to use the ToolDeck! 

tool
deck

The professional tile cutter can be used in order to tailor the tiles. This tile 

cutter is specially adapted to cut the plastic Swiss Deck tiles.

tile
cutter

Cleandeck is a new and fast-acting product that is completely bio-

degradable under Regulation 648/2004 (EC). The powerful features of 

CleanDeck makes degreasing materials less time consuming than other 

detergents. Cleandeck is skin-friendly and safe to use in a bucket with a 

sponge, cleaning cloth or brush. You can also use CleanDeck in high pressure 

sprayers, scrubbing machines, carpet cleaners and nebulisers. Cleandeck 

can be used on: plastic flooring, laminate flooring, epoxy flooring, tiles, 

windows and many more.

clean
deck



Type

Size 40 x 40 cm 33 x 33 cm 33 x 33 cm 33 x 33 cm 33 x 33 cm

Thickness 18 mm 12 mm 12 mm 12 mm 12 mm

Weight 665 gram 515 gram 517 gram 517 gram 390 gram

Material
polypropylene

copolymer
polypropylene

copolymer
polypropylene

copolymer
polypropylene

copolymer
polypropylene

copolymer

Preasure
tot 25.000 kg 

per m2
tot 25.000 kg 

per m2
tot 25.000 kg 

per m2
tot 25.000 kg 

per m2
tot 25.000 kg 

per m2

Temperature resistance -20°C tot +70°C -20°C tot +70°C -20°C tot +70°C -20°C tot +70°C -20°C tot +70°C

Melting point 160 degrees celcius 160 degrees celcius 160 degrees celcius 160 degrees celcius 160 degrees celcius

Resistance to chemicals
UV stabilized

material
UV stabilized

material
UV stabilized

material
UV stabilized

material
UV stabilized

material

Resistance to oil, fuel and
other (car) liquids

excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent

Resistance  to acids / solvents good good good good good

Available colours

Pearl Silver
Slate Grey
Pearl Grey
Jet Black

Racing Red
Turf Green
Terracotta

Chocolate Brown
Midnight Blue
Iceland Blue

Ivory
Citrus Yellow

Tropical Orange
Arctic White

Pearl Silver
Slate Grey
Pearl Grey
Jet Black

Racing Red
Turf Green
Terracotta

Chocolate Brown
Midnight Blue
Iceland Blue

Ivory
Citrus Yellow

Tropical Orange
Arctic White

Pearl Silver
Slate Grey
Pearl Grey
Jet Black

Racing Red
Turf Green
Terracotta

Chocolate Brown
Midnight Blue
Iceland Blue

Ivory
Citrus Yellow

Tropical Orange
Arctic White

Pearl Silver
Slate Grey
Pearl Grey
Jet Black

Racing Red
Turf Green
Terracotta

Chocolate Brown
Midnight Blue
Iceland Blue

Ivory
Citrus Yellow

Tropical Orange
Arctic White

Slate Grey
Pearl Silver
Jet Black

Iceland Blue
Arctic White
Racing Red
Turf Green
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Slate Grey Jet Black RVS / 
Pearl Grey

Racing Red Turf Green Terracotta Chocolate 
Brown

Midnight
Blue

Iceland 
Blue)

Ivory Pearl Silver Citrus
Yellow

Tropical 
Orange

Arctic
White



Postbus 33
2965 ZG Nieuwpoort

E-mail : info@swissdeck.eu
Internet : www.swissdeck.eu

Ambachtsweg 14
2964 LG Groot-Ammers

Tel : +31 (0) 184 600 973 
Fax : +31 (0) 184 601 241

Follow SwissDeck on:


